
Clearview MS Morning Drop Off Procedure

From: Pete DeFeo (pdefeo@clearviewregional.edu)

To: jean.truitt@yahoo.com

Date: Monday, August 31, 2020, 09:00 AM EDT

Dear Parents and Guardians,

I am sending this email to explain the morning drop off procedure at Clearview Middle School.   I have
attached a map of the school that designates the new drop off areas with the green and yellow marking. 
You will enter the parking lot off of Breakneck Road as usual.  The drop off area begins by the stop sign
and soccer field.  When you enter the middle school parking lot, please follow the path designated by
the red markings on the map.  You should drive down as far as you can towards the stop sign before
stopping to drop off your student.  Students who are dropped off in the yellow area will enter through door
1.  Students who are dropped off in the green area will enter through door 2.  Some days students will enter
through door 1, some days door 2 depending on when you arrive and where you end up in line.  

We anticipate that we will have an increase in student drop offs this year so please account for this when
leaving in the morning.  Students should be in the first period of the day by 8:10 am so please plan
accordingly.  Students will be marked tardy if they arrive after 8:10 am.   

It is our hope that this procedure will alleviate the traffic on Breakneck Road in the morning as well as
speed up the drop off process.   

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

See you on the 8th! 

Mr. DeFeo
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